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We say that an algorithm which could yield a short unit fraction expansion in 
which the denominators do not get too large is an ideal expansion. It is shown that 
Bleicher and ErdGs algorithm can be modified to be an ideal algorithm. fl 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z, be the set of positive integers. Let Q, NE Z, be such that a < N. 
Define 
L(a,N)=min k:a/N=i l/n,,n;~z~ 
i 
, 
1 
where the minimum ranges over all expansion of a/N into sum of distinct 
unit fractions. Define 
L(N) = max { L(u, N): 1 < a < N), 
D(N)=max{D(u, N): 1 <uaN}. 
Ideally, one would like an algorithm which could yield a short expansion in 
which the denominators do not get too large. The algorithms to date may 
be summarized as follows: 
1. The Fibonacci-Sylvester algorithm for which k d a and n, grow 
exponentially. 
2. The algorithm given by Erdos in 1950 [6] for which 
L(N) < 8 log N/log log N and D(N) d 4N* log N/log log N. 
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3. The algorithm based on Farey series given by Bleicher in 1968 [ 11 
for which k 6 a and D(N) < N(N - 1). 
4. The algorithm based on continued fractions given by Bleicher in 
1972 [2] for which L(N)<min{2(log N)‘/log log N, 1 +a?+a, + ... +a, ) 
where a/N = [O; a,, uz ,..., a,] and D(N) < N( N - 1). 
In 1976, Bleicher and Erdos developed a new algorithm, which is based 
on the Cauchy-Davenport Theorem, and established D(N) d IZN(log N)’ 
where il+ 1 as N-+ OCI. 
In this paper, we first show that there is no algorithm which yields both 
L(P) < c log P/log log P and D(P) d P(log P)’ +i’(“+‘) for E > 0. Then by 
using the algorithm of Bleicher and Erdtis, we obtain that 
L(N) d 
log log log N 
log log N > 
and D(N) d J.N(log N)’ 
where A--+ 1 as N-t co. 
II. MAIN THEOREMS 
We start with 
LEMMA. Let A4 be a large number. I f  t d (log IV)‘+ ‘/“‘+” for E > 0, then 
(i)+( :>+ ... +( ~clogM,~oglogM,)<M~ 
Proof: Since (A) + (I) + . . . + (:) = 2’, we assume that t > log,M. Since 
(:)>2(,l,)for i<(t+1)/3, for Mlarge, we have 
[r log M/log log M] t 
1 p2 
0 ( 
t 
i= 1 [c log M/log log M] > 
2t( 2 - 1) . . . (t - [log M/log log M] + 1) = 
[c log M/log log M] ! 
ztC1 log M/log log Ml 
< [c log M/log log M] ! 
Using Stirling’s 
log log M/c log M, 
formula and noting 1 /[log M/log log M] 3 
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Since t< (logM)l+‘/(“+“l, 
[r log M/log log A41 c t 
i= 1 0 ( 
i < ((log M)’ :‘;1;; log log “)“og M”“g’og M 
< ((log Ml 
( 
(I/c + E)) log log M (’ log M/log log M 
c ) 
<M 
for M large and E > 0. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let P be a large prime. Then there is no algorithm which 
yields both L(P) 6 c log P/log log P and D(P) < P(log P)’ + ‘/(CfE) for E > 0. 
Proof: Suppose that there is an algorithm such that for a = 1,2,..., P - 1, 
1 
+--,n,<n,<n,< ... <nk 
nk 
with k d c log P/log log P and nk < P(log P) ’ + “(‘+‘). Since P is a prime, 
some of ni are divisible by P, while perhaps others are not. Let 
x, <x*< ... <x, be all those integers divisible by P which occur in this 
expansion of a/P for a = 1, 2,..., P - 1. Thus for each choice of a, 
;++;+L+ ... +‘+I+ . . . +’ 
1, 12 Xi, -KY,, Y I Y,’ 
where P 1 xlk and P/y,. Let xl. be defined by xi P = x,. Then (xi, P) = 1, 
otherwisethe theorem is obviously true. Now 
a 1 1 -=- 
( 
-+I+ . . . 
P P x;, .x:2 
+’ 
) 
+‘+ 
xi, Yl 
. . . +’ 
Yc 
1 z* x;, ,..., x: 1 =- 
P .Y:;~~.Y; 
i+L+ ... +‘. 
Y/ 
where .Z* xl., ,..., xi, denotes the symmetric sum of all products ofj- I terms 
from {xi ,,..., x;>. It follows that 
a xi, ,..., xi SE c* x’ IZ,..., xI;(mod P), 
Since k < c log P/log log P, for each of the P - 1 choices of a, we must get a 
different subset (xi ,,..., xh} of {x’, ,..., x;} such that I {xi ,,..., xi,} I < 
c log P/log log P. Since there are at most 
(J+(i)+ ... +(~ciogP,roglogP,) 
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such subsets, we must have 
(:>t(:>+ ,.. +(~clogP,~oglogP,)~p- l. 
But this is impossible for t < (log P)’ + l’(“fi), E > 0 by the lemma above. 
This proves the theorem since tP 6 x, < nk d P(log P)’ + “‘C +” for some k. 
THEOREM 11.2. For N large, Bleicher and Erdiis Algorithm yields that 
UN) 6 
log log log N 
log log N 
and D(N) < j&N(log N)’ 
ulhere1+1 as N+cc. 
To prove this theorem, we need a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let Pi be the ith prime in Z,. Zf nf ’ P, < N< n: Pi, 
then P, d log N( 1 + 2/lag log N) and k < log N/log log N ( 1 + log log log N/ 
log log N) for N large. 
Proof. This result is known (see, for example, [3,4]). 
LEMMA 11.2. Let P, > 2. Then in the interval (1, Pk], there are at least 
(P, + I)/2 square free integers. 
Proof: Let Q(x) be the number of square free integers 6 .Y. Then by the 
proof of Theorem 333 in [7], Q(x)=&< ,p(d)[x/d’], where p is the 
Mobius function. Thus 
Q(Pk)= 1 Ad) 
d’ < Pk 
Since P,/d’ - 1 < [ P,/d’] d P,/d’, we have ,u( d)[ Pk/d2] 2 p(d) P,/d’ - 
l,M)l. Thus 
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Hence Q(PJ Z 6P,/n2 - 2 Jpk = P,(6/d - 2/A). To SLOW Q( pk) 2 
(Pk + 1)/2, it will suffice to show that 
which holds if P, > 20*. On the other hand, by direct computation, one can 
verify that the lemma is true for all P, where 2 <P, < 202. 
LEMMA 11.3. if 1 <s< n: Pi, then s = CT di, where d, are distinct 
divisors of n’; Pi and m 6 2k. 
Proof: We use induction on k. For k = 1, 2, the lemma is clearly true. 
Thus assume that the lemma is true for all values k’ < k. If 1 < s < nf ~ ’ P,, 
then by induction hypothesis, we are done. Thus assume that 
flfP’ P;<s<nf Pi. Let D= (d: 1 ,<d< Pk, d/n: P,) u (0). Then by 
Lemma 11.2, 
and no two elements are congruent mod P,. If s = 2d (mod Pk) for some 
dED, then let D*=D-{d}, otherwise D*=D. Hence ID*I>(P,+1)/2 
and no two elements are congruent mod P,. Thus, by the Cauchy-Daven- 
port Theorem [S], we can find d,, dz E D* such that s = d, + d2 (mod Pk). 
Let s* = s - d, - d,. Consider s*lP,, an integer. We note that 
1 <F/P, < sjP, < nf ~ ’ P,. Thus by induction hypothesis, 
where d* are distinct divisors of n: ~ ’ Pj and m, < 2(k - 1). Hence 
s=s*+d,+d, 
=:P,d:+d,+d? 
=Fd;, 
I 
where di are distinct divisors of nt Pi and Id 2k. The proof is completed. 
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LEMMA 11.4. rf’N 3 12, then in the closed interval [fi, N + fi], there 
are at least [N/2] + 1 square free integers with all prime factors less than N. 
Prooj This result is known (see,for example, [4]). 
LEMMA 11.5. If (1 -2/A) nf Pi d r < 2 n: Pi, then there are distinct 
dj such that dj 1 n’; Pi, di > (P, + A) ~ ’ n: - ’ P,, and r = C;” di Mith 
m<2k. 
ProojI We note, in order to begin a proof by induction, that k 2 6, i.e., 
P, > 13. For k < 6, we have the following. 
Case 1. k<3. Consider r<2JJT P,=2.2.3.5. Then 
r=5q+s where O<q< 12, 06s<5 
q=%, +s, where 064, <4, 06s,<3 
4, =-a,+sz where 0 < q2 < 2, Ods,<2. 
Thus r=5.3.2q,+5.3sI+5s,+s where s=s3+sq with s3,sq]2.3. 
Discarding zero terms, we obtain Y = Cy dj, where d, 12.3 ‘5, 
d, 3 1> (2.3)/(5 + &), and m < 5 which is stronger than required. 
- 
Case 2. k = 4. Suppose (1 - 2/J7) n; P, < r < 2 ny P,. Consider 
d: ,j?<d<,+jr?,d, fiP; 
1 
Then D= (3, 5, 6). Let D* = {fl: P,/d: dEDj u {O). Then 
D* = (0, 5, 6, 10) 3 (0, 3, 5, 6}(mod 7). 
If r=O (mod 7), then let r: = r/7. If r & 0 (mod 7), then we can see 
r=d,+d,(mod7) with d,,d?ED*. Let rf=(r-d,-dz)/7. Then 
1 <r:, r; d 2 ni Pi. Thus by Case 1 
/ 
, we have r = Cy di, where dj are dis- 
tinct, di In; Pi, di> (n: Pi)/(7 + 7), and m < 7 < 8. This is needed to 
prove 
Case 3. k = 5. Suppose (1 - 2/fi) n: Pi d r < 2 n: Pi. Consider 
Then D = (5, 6, 7, 10, 14). Let D* = {n: Pi/d: de D} u (0). Then 
D* = {O, 15, 21, 30, 35,421 = {O, 4, 10, 8, 2,9}(mod 11). 
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Observe that 
1=10+2 (mod 11) 7= 10+8 (mod 11) 
2=2+0 (mod 11) 8=8+O(mod 11) 
3=10+4 (mod 11) 9-9+0 (mod 11) 
4=4+0 (mod 11) 10~ 10+9 (mod 11) 
5=10+4+2 (mod 11) 11 r2+9 (mod 11) 
6=4+2 (mod 11) 
Thus except 5, every residue mod 11 can be written as a sum of two dis- 
tinct elements in D* modulo 11. If r=5(mod ll), then put 
r:=[r--(15+21+35)]/11. If rf 5 (modll), then r-d,+d,(modll) 
with d,, d2 ED*. Let r: = (r-d, - d,)/ll. Then 
where i = 1,2. Thus by Case 2), r,? = CT* di with m* 6 7. Hence r = Cy d;, 
where di are distinct, dj ( n: Pi, dj > (n: P,)/( 11 + fi, and m 6 10. Thus 
Lemma II.5 is true for k < 6. Now 
Case 4. k > 6. Let r be such that (1 - 2/A) nt Pi < r < 2 n’; Pi. Con- 
sider 
d:&<d<P,+&,d,kfilP; 
I 
Then by Lemma 11.4, 1 DI > (Pk + 1)/2, and no two elements are congruent 
modulo Pk. Let 
D*= n P,/d:dtD 
i 
k-l 
v (0). 
I 1 
If d* E D* and d* #O, then we have 
We note that ID*1 > (Pk + 3)/2. If r = 2d* (mod Pk) for some d* ED*, then 
let D**=D*- {d*}, otherwise D ** = D*. Then ID**1 > (P, + 1)/2, and 
no two elements are congruent mod P,. Thus, by the Cauchy-Davenport 
Theorem [S], we can find d:, d; distinct elements of D** such that 
r = df + d; (mod Pk). 
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Let r* = (y-d: - df)/P,, an integer. Then 
r* - 
r-d:-d: ,wJaxwrI: m/E 
P, ’ Pk 
=(l-&-&jplPi. 
Since l/Jc- l/A > 1/P, &, as is seen by using the mean value 
theorem on l/&, we deduce that 
Also r* = (r-d: - @)/Pk < r/P, < 2 flf.- ’ P,. Thus by the induction 
hypothesis, r* = Cy* di, w h ere d, are distinct divisors of fl:- ’ P,, d, > 
n/;-*Pi/(Pk-1+ J’p,,), and m*<2(k- 1). Now r=P,r* +d:+dT, 
where d:,d*>nt-IPi/(P,+&), for d:,d:#O. Since d,> 
rI-2Mpk-l+ &J), Pkd, > Pkn:pLPi/(Pkmml+&) > 
n’; - ’ PiI(P, + JE). H ence r = Cy di, where d, are distinct divisors of 
ntPi,Pkdi>(Pk+&) ‘n:~‘PI,andmd2+2(k-l)=2k. 
Now we are ready to prove the Theorem 11.2. 
Proof of Theorem 11.2. Let k be the integer satisfying 
n~-‘P,<N<nl; P,. If Nln”; P,, then define x(Pi)= (~$~j”,. We note 
that N = n: I( P,) Pi. Thus if 1 6 a < N, then 
a a -= 
N n: x(P;) P, 
= a. n: (1 - X(Pi)) p, 
rI:pi . 
Then by Lemma 11.3, a. n: (1 - x(P,)) Pi= Cy d,, where di are distinct 
divisors of n’; Pi and m d 2k. Hence 
c =$$-$,=T$ and m<2k. 
Thus by Lemma 11.1, 
2 log N , + log log log N 
L(N) < 2k < 
log log N log log N 
and 
2 
log log N 
for N large. 
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If Nil-I: Pi, then consider 
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a a.n: P, 
N= N.jJ’r P;’ 
Since 2 < a < N < flf Pi, we can write 
where r can be chosen so that (l-2/&) n’; Pi< r < 2 nf Pi and 
lG<Jj P,. Thus 
a NS+r S r 
??= N.flf P;=mPi+m: 
By Lemma 11.3, S/n: Pi = Cy’ d;/flf P, = CT’ l/e, with ml 6 2k. By 
Lemma 11.5, r/N n: Pi = Cy* d,/N nf P, = l/N(Cy* llf,) with m, d 2k. 
Thus a/N = Cyl l/e, + l/N Cy2 l/f, w  h ere ej and Nf! are distinct. Hence by 
Lemma II. 1, 
L(N)<m,+m,d4k6 
4 log N 
log log N 
1 + log log log N 
log log N ’ 
D(N) d NP,(P, + A, 
1 
+ (log N)1’2 I 
= lN( log N)‘, 
where A = (1 + 2/lag log N)3’2[( 1 + 2/lag log N)“’ + l/(log N)1’2] + 1 as 
N + co. This completes the proof. 
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